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Dear readers, we are 
slowly nearing the end 
of 2020 and I would like 
to thank you not only 
for your custom for the 
Unipetrol Foundation 
and wish you wonderful 
holidays. This has been 
a challenging year for 
all of us, full of change 

and sometimes unpleasant feelings, so I would again like 
to remind you of our partnership with the Most k naději 
and Women for Women organizations. You can use their 
distress lines at any time; find more inside the newspaper. 
Remember, you are not alone in this, and sometimes 
each of us needs help or to just talk to somebody. I wish 
all readers wonderful and peaceful holidays and I hope 
that next year we will be able to meet at one of the 
Foundation’s events in person.

 Katarzyna Woś 
 Chairwoman of the Board of Trustees of Unipetrol Foundation

Dear friends, as has 
already been said, we 
are at the end of 2020 so 
I would also like to wish 
you peaceful holidays. 
I know this year has 
been complicated and 
we at the Foundation had 
to alter a lot of activities 

or run them online. One of such activities is the Wonderful 
Hour with Chemistry. As you surely know, we usually 
organize a Wonderful Day with Chemistry, which is the 
flagship of the Unipetrol Foundation, but unfortunately, 
this time we had to change this event a little due to the 
restrictions. I am still very glad that we were able to 
organize this event at least in this form and we hope that 
you enjoyed WHC. Another online educational video was 
EDUcovid intended for pupils of the 1st grade of elementary 
schools. We are preparing more online projects, at least 
until we can all meet in person. Like Katarzyna, I wish you 
wonderful and peaceful holidays with those closest to you 
and see you next year.

Tomáš Herink 
Member of the Board of Trustees of Unipetrol Foundation
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A Wonderful Hour with Chemistry
The Wonderful Day with Chemistry educational project is moving online. A new video with familiar faces is already 

out on the YouTube channel of the Unipetrol Group, demonstrating chemistry in practical experiments to pupils of 
primary schools and gymnasiums. And the topic is? Christmas!

EDUcovid
We made an educational video called EDUcovid, which reminds children of basic hygiene habits in an easy and 

engaging way. These are very important to observe especially due to the current coronavirus pandemic.



In the Foundation, we help students, educators and schools. 
During the pandemic we had to adapt, says Katarzyna Woś, 
Chairwoman of the Board of Trustees of the Unipetrol Foundation

The Unipetrol Foundation focuses on the 
popularization of chemistry in elementary schools, 
high schools and universities. Every year it awards 
scholarships to talented students and school grants 
to selected educators and schooling facilities. “At this 
difficult time, the Foundation has focused on helping 
those in need – it has had to rethink its priorities, but 
it does not forget about students and schools,” says 
Katarzyna Woś, Vice-Chairwoman of the Board of 
Directors of Unipetrol Group and Chairwoman of the 
the Board of Trustees of Unipetrol Foundation.

In 2019, Unipetrol’s total expenditure on CSR 
activities increased by 67% to CZK 25.5 million.What 
role does the Unipetrol Foundation play in the area of 
corporate social responsibility?

The Unipetrol Group has adopted social responsibility as 
one of its priorities in building a sustainable business plan. 
Our aim is the continuous development of the group and its 
relations with local communities in the fields of education, 
social issues and the environment.

One of the pillars on which the area of corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) stands is the Unipetrol Foundation. 
It was established in 2017 with the main objective of 
promoting education, especially in the field of chemistry 
and natural sciences. The Unipetrol Foundation is engaged 
in three main programs for the popularization of chemistry 
and natural sciences, as well as special projects.

The Unipetrol Foundation is known to be involved in 
student scholarships and school grants. 

The Foundation runs a scholarship program for talented 
science students with an emphasis on chemistry. This opens 
up the opportunity for education to the widest possible 
number of students, regardless of their origin or social 
background. During the three years of the program, 136 
students of high schools and universities majoring in science 
and technology received scholarships worth CZK 5 million. 
Furthermore, high schools can apply for financial support 
of interesting projects. As part of the Foundation’s grant 

program, we have distributed approx. CZK 5.5 million among 
30 elementary and secondary schools across the country to 
support their educational and scientific activities.

 Last year, 18 schools received CZK 2.8 million. The 
awarded schools included Masaryk’s Secondary School 
of Chemistry, Mensa Gymnasium or T.G. Masaryk’s 
Gymnasium in Litvínov.

And how can educators obtain it?
The Unipetrol Foundation thinks about them as well, with 

its grant program for educators. It aims to support and 
motivate teachers of chemistry and other natural sciences 
in elementary and high schools. As part of this program, 
a total of CZK 370,000 was distributed among seven 
educators in 2019.

Scholarship and grant application for 2020 has 
already been closed. What does the Foundation do 
beyond these main activities?

The scholarship, grant and pedagogical programs have 
already been closed, but due to the current situation, we 
are not able to organize the award ceremony in person. 
For all of us, the current situation is difficult and, in many 
cases, unpleasant. That is why the Foundation had to 
alter its activities, such as the Graceful Ride, which we 
organized online this year. The main purpose of this event 
is a charity fundraiser. Unlike last year, when the Graceful 
Ride attracted about 300 bikers and a rich associated 
program was prepared for the public, only members of 
the Uniriders motorcycle club hopped onto their shiny 
machines. The public could watch a live broadcast of 
their ride. Within eight days, a whopping CZK 108,000 was 
raised in support of the handicapped Ondra.

How was the Unipetrol Foundation affected by the 
coronavirus pandemic?

Our entire nation has been in a difficult situation for 
months. The Foundation also had to reschedule a lot of its 
events, but also to reconsider the priorities of its current 

activities. Our priority has been, and will always be to help 
not only in times of crisis, but also to adapt the targeting 
of the Foundation activities. For example, thanks to the 
production of tens of thousands of liters of disinfectant 
at UniCRE (Unipetrol Research and Education Center), 
together with Unipetrol Group firefighters we delivered 
the disinfectant to the necessary institutions in the region. 
During the spring crisis period, the Foundation together 
with Unipetrol supported health professionals and social 
workers by delivering sanitary supplies. We distributed 
900 liters of disinfectant among nine schools in April. We 
continue the delivery, this time we sent 11 thousand liters 
of disinfectant to other schools, about 4 thousand liters to 
non-profit organizations in the Ústí Region and Prague. We 
have also established cooperation with two organizations 
that offer crisis counselling – Women for Women and 
Most k naději. We are also pleased that we were able 
to donate a 3D printer to the Litvínov Private Sports 
Elementary School, which provided space for printing 
protective shields for hospitals and other institutions in 
Most and Litvínov.

What have you been doing in the Foundation in 
recent months besides helping to fight COVID-19?

At the end of September, we supported six teams in 
competition with hydrogen-powered RC cars, the Horizon 
Hydrogen Grand Prix. Due to the coronavirus crisis, 
however, this year’s race took place in different spirits 
and with limited number of participants. Of the teams 
supported by the Unipetrol Foundation, only two schools 
participated in the race – Educhem Secondary School and 
the Gymnasium of T. G. Masaryk in Litvínov. UNIPETROL 
RACING TEAM from Educhem Secondary School took the 
marvelous third place. Another example: together with 
the HC VERVA Litvínov charity fund Konto našeho srdce, 
we went to Staré Splavy to see sixteen children from 
the Children’s Home of Hora Svaté Kateřiny, where they 
enjoyed a week of recovery sports stay. The Unipetrol 
Foundation and the Konto našeho srdce fund contributed 
equal shares of CZK 50,000 to this recreation for children 
who could not leave their home during the holidays.



Nineteen elementary and high schools received  
CZK 2.5 million for educational projects

A Christmas Wonderful Hour with Chemistry  
by the Unipetrol Foundation.

We distributed CZK 2.5 million among fourteen 
high schools and five elementary schools across the 
country that have signed up for the third year of the 
grant program. The schools successfully defended 
their projects in the field of chemistry and natural 
sciences. Sokolov Gymnasium and its natural science 
mobile laboratory gained the largest financial support 
of half a million CZK. The Unipetrol Foundation has 
been long engaged in the popularization of chemistry 
and natural sciences at all levels of school education. 
During the three years since the launch of the grant 
program, the Foundation donated CZK 8 million to 
support education and scientific activities.

“This year, as part of the grant program, we received 
twenty-six applications from elementary and high schools 
from all over the Czech Republic and eventually we 
distributed CZK 2.5 million among nineteen of them. Most 
often, schools ask to fund their teaching aids and chemistry 
clubs. The biggest surprise was the project of the mobile 
laboratory of natural science by Gymnasium Sokolov, where 
pupils will translate the theory of chemistry and physics into 
practice,” comments Tomáš Herink, member of the 
Board of Trustees of Unipetrol Foundation.

The pupils of Sokolov Gymnasium will prepare projects in 
winter and implement them in the mobile classroom from 
spring to autumn. There, it will be possible to examine the 

quality of rainwater, plant fruits, natural materials or focus 
on the issues of solar panels, garden automation or design 
of fountains and other elements. The Unipetrol Foundation 
decided to provide the gymnasium with a grant worth half 
a million CZK for this project. “Thank you for the generous 
financial support of the mobile laboratory of natural science, 
which will allow us to put chemistry in context with physics 
and other subjects. The practical section will also bring 
pitfalls for pupils, which is desirable, as overcoming these 
pitfalls will positively affect their attitudes, personal and 
professional development. Our goal is for the pupils to get 
a comprehensive idea of the course and implementation of 
professional projects, which they will use in their further 

studies and especially in their future employment,” says 
Mgr. Jitka Soukupová from Sokolov Gymnasium.

Due to the pandemic-related restrictions, this year’s 
handover of school grants took place without a ceremonial 
meeting. The Unipetrol Foundation stays in touch with 
schools by telephone and enjoys the supported activities: 
“We are living through a strange time when we don’t know 
what will happen tomorrow. We hope that we will work this 
out and continue to popularize chemistry and science in 
schools together,” concludes Tomáš Herink.

The Wonderful Day with Chemistry educational 
project is moving online. A new video with familiar 
faces is already out on the YouTube channel of 
the Unipetrol Group, demonstrating chemistry in 
practical experiments to pupils of primary schools 
and gymnasiums. And the topic is? Christmas! 
The Wonderful Hour with Chemistry also includes 
a competition in which pupils can win a 3D printer 
for their school. The event will be hosted by the 
actress Kateřina Kaira Hrachovcová.

“Due to hygiene measures, we cannot continue the 
popular educational series Wonderful Day with Chemistry, 
which has already been attended by almost five thousand 
students and schoolchildren, the way we used to. That’s 
why we moved online and filmed the Wonderful Hour 
with Chemistry this time,” says Katarzyna Woś, 
Vice-Chairwoman of the Board of Directors of 
Unipetrol Group and Chairwoman of the Board of 
Trustees of Unipetrol Foundation.

“This will allow children to see their favorite 
performers in our new Christmas-themed video, which 
we have posted on the Unipetrol Group YouTube channel. 
We have also adapted the traditional contest to the 
digital format of the Wonderful Hour with Chemistry, 

because we do not want to deprive children of it either. 
We are already looking forward to their inputs to the 
contest.“



We have contributed CZK 100 thousand  
for a new baby box in Most

The new baby box co-financed by the Unipetrol 
Foundation, HC VERVA Litvínov fund Konto našeho 
srdce (Account of Our Heart) and other partners, 
was officially put into operation at Most Hospital 
on Sunday, December 6. The modern automated 
air-conditioned baby box replaced the original 
one, which has saved the lives of five abandoned 
babies since 2010. The charity project was 
initiated by the BABYBOX association and its 
founder Ludvík Hess. The Unipetrol Foundation 
together with the HC VERVA Litvínov charity fund 
Konto našeho srdce contributed CZK 140,000 to 
the new equipment.

“The time of Advent and the Christmas holidays 
are connected with the celebration of birth, and thus 
with all children,” says Katarzyna Woś, Vice-
Chairwoman of the Board of Directors of 
Unipetrol Group and Chairwoman of the Board 
of Trustees of Unipetrol Foundation. “That is 
why this year we at the Unipetrol Foundation decided 
to support the project of replacing the baby box in the 
premises of Most Hospital as a ‘gift’ to all future babies 
whose lives will be saved by the Most baby hatch.”

The BABYBOX association has agreed with Most 
Hospital to replace the original baby box with new-
generation equipment. The baby box in Most has saved 
the lives of five babies since 2010, however it no longer 
meets current requirements, among other things due to 
the unavailability of parts for its necessary maintenance. 
The new stainless steel baby box worth CZK 300,000 
has an automatically operated double-leaf door with 
a safety system that protects the child inside. The air-
conditioned interior of the box provides thermal comfort 
necessary for the newborn. Another security element is 
an alternative power source and a signaling system with 

multiple security features connected to a permanent 
service and mobile phones.

“We are very pleased to have found a donor as 
generous as the Unipetrol Foundation, and were able 
to take the next step in our program of modernizing the 
existing baby boxes,” says Ludvík Hess, Chairman 
of the BABYBOX association. “Being abandoned 
as a baby is a harsh fate, but with our new baby boxes, 
we want to create the best possible conditions for 
these children’s difficult start in life. Every saved child 
warms our hearts, but of course we are most happy 
when mothers and their children do not get into such 
situations in the first place. Therefore, I hope that 
the new baby box in Most will be needed as little as 
possible.”

The Unipetrol Foundation contributed CZK 100,000 to 
the replacement of the baby box in Most. Another CZK 
40,000 was donated by the HC VERVA Litvínov charity 
fund Konto našeho srdce together with the company 
Kovosreal s.r.o.

Social responsibility is a strategic priority for the 
Unipetrol Group. “We want to be perceived as a good 
neighbor in the regions where we operate,” explains 
Katarzyna Woś. “That is why we also help non-profit 
organizations and we perceive the Babybox project 
as a very meaningful undertaking that requires our 
support.” In addition, the Unipetrol Group cooperates 
with municipalities, cities and regions and supports 
a number of projects and institutions in the fields of 
environment, healthcare and education – the main 

The Unipetrol Foundation continues its Wonderful 
Day with Chemistry project despite the unfavorable 
epidemiological situation. The three-hour program 
will be replaced by an hour-long broadcast from the 
premises of the University of Chemical Technology. 
As always, the role of the guide has been taken by 
the announcer, artist and actress Kateřina Kaira 
Hrachovcová, and the exciting chemical experiments 
will be performed by chemists Michael Londesborough, 
Jan Havlík, Michal Dragoun and Adéla Marschallová 
Rumlerová with her two little helpers. “Filming was as 
much fun as our live performances and the pupils who 
will watch our video definitely have something to look 
forward to,” says Adéla Marschallová Rumlerová 
on behalf of the team of chemist. “Although the 
video does not allow us to make direct contact with the 

viewer, on the other hand we can reach out to children 
not only in the Ústí Region, but in the whole country. 
On behalf of our team, I look forward to seeing you on 
YouTube!”

There is also the traditional contest. It has also 
adapted to the new digital format. Children should 
write an essay about what they liked most about 
the Wonderful Hour with Chemistry or who became 
their favorite performer. This also requires teachers’ 
cooperation, as we will accept only one essay  
per class. The deadline for sending an essay to  
info@nadaceunipetrol.cz is till the end of this year. 
Our commission will choose the best works from the 
submitted inputs and hand over the 3D printer to the 
winner’s primary school. The pupils on the second and 

third place will not be left empty-handed either, since 
there will be a gift package waiting for them. 



targets of the support provided by the Unipetrol 
Foundation. Employees of the Unipetrol Group are also 
involved in socially responsible activities with financial 
donations or volunteer work.

The association “BABYBOX – Ludvík Hess and Jakub 
Hess help abandoned children” aims to save newborns 
who would otherwise be abandoned by their mothers 
under conditions that would mean danger of serious 
injury or death. A total of 78 operated baby boxes 
throughout the Czech Republic have already helped 212 

children over the last 15 years, thirteen of which this 
year. In addition to the assembly, inspection, service and 
modernization of the boxes for unwanted children, the 
association also built a four-room shelter for mothers 
with newborns who do not have a roof over their heads. 
Next year, the BABYBOX association plans to upgrade the 
baby boxes in Jablonec nad Nisou, Teplice and Karviná 
and to establish new hatches for abandoned children 
in other district towns – Tachov, Louny, Prachatice and 
Rokycany. For more information, visit www.babybox.cz.

Thanks to the video clip, children will revise the correct 
handwashing and other hygiene principles

We made an educational video called 
EDUcovid, which reminds children of basic 
hygiene habits in an easy and engaging way. 
These are very important to observe especially 
due to the current coronavirus pandemic.

Unfortunately, COVID-19 disease does not spare 
children either, so it is necessary that they also know 
how to protect themselves effectively. The simplest way 
is to consistently adhere to basic hygiene habits, such 
as handwashing or the correct procedure for sneezing. 

During the pandemic, however, a number of other new 
measures were taken, which the children encountered 
for the first time in their lives.

They can now revise the hygiene habits with the help 
of our short informative video. The video is intended 
for elementary school children. It features Mrs. Adéla 
Marschallová Rumlerová, who teaches at the Josef 
Jungmann’s Gymnasium in Litoměřice, and has been 
cooperating with the Unipetrol Foundation for a long 
time, both on individual projects and on the Wonderful 

Day with Chemistry. In the 15-minute video, she explains 
to the children what viruses are and describes not only 
basic hygiene habits, but also the MDH rule (Masking, 
Distancing and Handwashing) and proper handling of the 
mask.

The video is available on YouTube, so anyone can 
watch it at home with their children. Just search for 
“Unipetrol EDUcovid” on YouTube and you’ll find the 
video.

Not feeling good due to the crisis? Call the Mental Distress Line
As we are once again in a crisis situation 

associated with the spread of the COVID-19 
disease, the Unipetrol Foundation revives its 
cooperation with non-profit organizations and 
offers assistance through the Mental Distress 
Line.

The Unipetrol Foundation continues its successful 
cooperation with two organizations that offer a helping 
hand to all those who need support at this difficult time. 
As in the spring, these are Women for Women and Most 
k naději. Below you will find an overview of services 
offered by the organizations.

Most k naději – operation of the Mental 
Distress Line 

Anonymous help for anyone with any problem 
is offered by the Mental Distress Line run by the 
organization Most k naději in the city of Most. The line 
operates non-stop and is available at any time of the 
day or night for the price of a regular phone call. You can 
also make free calls via SKYPE to: ldt.most. 

The Mental Distress Line helps its clients solve the full 
spectrum of problems brought by life and the current 
situation. Its advantage is the ease of accessibility for 

everyone and also the fact that the client can remain 
anonymous, thanks to which they often decide to 
address even long-hidden torments. The Mental Distress 
Line is associated with further assistance: the staff 
provide clients with information and contacts to various 
professional workplaces in the region that deal with the 
issues that sometimes require follow-up care. Phone 
number of the Mental Distress Line: 476 701 444

Women for Women – counselling
You can also take advantage of counselling service of 

the Women for Women organization, which focuses on 
many areas of everyday life (e.g. crisis life situations, 
housing, parenting issues, domestic partnership and 
more). It is also possible to use the online social and legal 
counselling or the online counselling of the Relationship 
Service project, which is very sought-after right now. In 
case of any problem, you can also contact the toll-free 
hotline or contact the organization by e-mail.

Toll-free distress line number:  
800 811 111 or 222 269 844

E-mail of the counseling service:  
poradna@w4w.cz 
Online social counselling: 
https://www.women-for-women.cz/socialni-poradna
Online legal counselling: 
https://www.women-for-women.cz/pravni-poradna
Relationship Service online counselling:  
https://servisvztahu.cz/on-line-poradna-formular



Merry Christmas  
and Happy New Year 2021


